Project Milestone Report 0422

Major Changes:

There are no major changes to the project. We are currently in the wrapping up stage.

Accomplished Since Last Milestone:

Since the last milestone, I have explored building Samsung Smartapps that simulate the potentially abnormal interactions described in the papers I have read since the beginning of the semester to check the effectiveness of the tool. After exploring such interactions, Professor Kang and I decided to include an additional feature to the analysis tool, with which the user is allowed to input a set of simple rules for the analysis tool to check whether the Smart system follows. I have finished implementing the additional feature to support a simple set of DO and DON’T rules, which I will look forward to expanding more as well as starting my project poster and the final report.

Meeting Milestone:

I have completed my milestone to finish up analysis for the features I have built so far. The next goal by the end of the semester would be wrapping up the project and finishing my poster and final report.

Resource Needed:

None so far, except maybe a template for the posters.